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PoQQet-mattresses

The patented PoQQet springs are innovative and have lots of 
advantages:

PoQQet spring is an “intelligent” spring, thanks to its long wire 
length (40cm wire for 18cm spring height) and  the extra-high 
number of windings (8 convolutions to a standard 5 or 6).  This 
offers an outstanding “progressive” support. A first “softer” feel, 
and progressive stronger support as the pressure load increases.  
And ensures an exceptional longevity, with permanent optimal 
elasticity.

To optimize the “POINT ELASTICITY”, PoQQET has 400 individual 
springs per m2.  And only consists of springs (100% Pocket) from 
side to side. Thus applying NO FOAM and delivering a 100% 
identical comfort over the total width and length of the mattress. 
Even when combing 2 individual mattresses in 1 bed.

PoQQet springs adapt perfectly to every single body contour, 
weight and shape.  Providing every body with a “soft” welcoming 
sensation in the low pressure areas (head, lower back, legs), 
allowing to perfectly conform to the every body contour.  While 
adapting and actively supporting the more pronounced and 
heavier body parts (shoulder, back, pelvis). 

PoQQet springs have been designed and manufactured with a 
unique production technique. 
All springs sit in individual pockets, which are first THERMO-
BONDED into groups of 4 pockets, QUADCOIL.  These 
QUADCOILS will then be connected to each other by a second 
THERMO-BONDING process.  The optimal tension on the pockets’ 
textiles provides an outstanding sizing stability to the finished 
pocket spring core.  It avoids the use of metal perimeter frames or 
foam encasement for sizing reasons.

The production process is entirely GLUE FREE, ensuring an 
ecological and 100% recyclable pocket core. Thanks to the 
patented “POCKET PREPERFORATION”, high quality carbon 
steel and polypropylene textile can be perfectly separated and 
recycled into 2 “non-contaminated” mono-materials.

Unique sleeping comfort from side to side
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PoQQet-base

Ideal comfort is achieved by a perfect ergonomic support, both 
for side and back sleepers. VELDA PoQQet ensures this comfort 
by its unique 100% PoQQet spring core in the mattress and the 
corresponding 100% pocket spring in the PoQQet Base, with 7 
comfort zones.
The applied ventilating 3D textile promotes and ensures the 
optimal ventilation of your bed.

PoQQet
Ergonomical comfort with optimal ventilation
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HEADBOARDS
Each headboard in the VELDA POQQET collection is available in a wide range of 
fabrics, leatherlooks and in several colors.

Double beds only:          Single + double beds:

Playa Provence

Panama Primo

PlatoPegase

Poseidon

Recto Square

ArchFlexion

Delphi

NEW! Headboard President


